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The analysis of uncertainty related to evaluation of sound insulation of partitions performed according to stan-
dard solutions recommended in The Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) by ISO/IEC-
1998 and according to the new method based on the interval analysis - is presented in the paper. Both methods
are compared and their application advantages presented. Limitations of the current solutions based on the law of
propagation of uncertainty are shown. The method of the estimate derivation for the sound insulation based on
interval arithmetic related to the measurement data is presented. The in�uence of the input parameters uncertainty
on the calculation results of the sound insulation of partitions is determined. The considerations are illustrated by
numerical examples.
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1. Introduction

The basic task of investigations concerning acous-
tic properties of materials consists in obtaining reliable
qualitative and quantitative information concerning their
sound insulation. Its knowledge constitutes the grounds
of the designing acoustic protections. Its erroneous evalu-
ation can lead to wrong choices of design solutions. Thus,
the assessment of the sound insulation uncertainty is a
very important element for calibration laboratories, their
clients, and users utilizing these results in the design pro-
cess. Uncertainty is inseparably related to the measure-
ment results. All kinds of estimations deprived of uncer-
tainty evaluations are, in fact, only recommendations.

The assessment result of the sound insulation depends
on the applied research procedure and accuracy of mea-
suring instruments, as well as on the competence of per-
sons performing measurements. They bring some un-
certainty element into the obtained result. The basic,
generally used solution in the domain of measurements
uncertainty evaluation, is the methodology presented in
the classic international document, The Guide to the
Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [1].
Procedures described in the Guide are accepted by the
Weight and Measured O�ces and are obligatory in their
accredited laboratories. They became an o�cial tool of
the uncertainty evaluation of given parameter measure-
ment results. Their basic solution is an application of
the law of propagation of uncertainty in the estimation
of the measurement result. The application range of this
solution concerns measurement observations, which can
be treated as independent realizations of random vari-
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ables of a normal distribution, disregarding their time
and space relations.
However, recommendations of GUM [1] within the

scope of the type A measurements uncertainty evaluation
do not provide information in what way this evaluation
should be performed when changes of the measured pa-
rameters are not of a normal distribution. There are also
no recommendations concerning veri�cation of assump-
tions related to the method when the research practice
limits the number of measurement results. It is even
possible to claim that in case of acoustic investigations
related to the estimation of acoustic parameters of mate-
rials, provisions in force not fully cope with limitations of
the research practice and applied assumptions are often
not veri�able.
Therefore an attempt was made to develop an ap-

proach of the acceptable mathematical formalism, in
which the idea of errors propagation would be maintained
with simultaneous giving up the assumptions limiting its
application. The authors consider usefulness of connect-
ing the proposed approach with the interval arithmetic
formalism [2, 3]. It is based on assigning to measur-
ing variables the determined interval of their variability,
identi�ed in a limited (in the statistical analysis sense)
measuring test. Using variability intervals in calculations
of the estimated parameter � according to the interval
arithmetic formalism � allows to determine the possible
error range for this parameter.

2. Measurements of the sound insulation

Measurements of the sound insulation of building par-
titions is carried out in the laboratory equipped with cou-
pled reverberation chambers where the tested partition
is placed between the chambers. The speci�c sound insu-
lation is determined on the basis of measuring the sound
pressure level in the sending and receiving chambers in
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several measuring points and on the basis of the rever-
beration time measured in the receiving chamber. The
sound insulation is described by the formula:

R = L1 − L2 + 10 log
ST

0.16V
, (1)

where L1 is the average sound pressure level in the send-
ing chamber, L2 � the average sound pressure level in
the receiving chamber, S � the sample surface area, V �
the receiving chamber volume, T � the receiving cham-
ber reverberation time.
Parameters of the sound pressure level L1 and L2 and

the reverberation time T have been measured in one-
third-octave bands, in 70 measuring points, in order to es-
timate the uncertainty of these parameters. Two-channel
frequency analyser Norsonic RTA 840 was used in the
measurements. The measurement has been performed
for the polycarbonate plate of dimensions 2×1×0.02 m3

in the laboratory of the coupled reverberation chambers
where the volume of the sending chamber was 178.77 m3,
while the receiving chamber volume was 176.9 m3.

3. Determination of variability intervals of input

parameters

On the basis of the 70-element measuring test, the vari-
ability intervals of individual parameters have been de-
termined as a frequency function with a con�dence level
equal to 0.95. The percentile method was used for this
purpose. Percentiles of the order 2.5 and 97.5 have been
determined to be able to �nd the endpoints of the vari-
ability intervals of parameters L1, L2 and T . Lower and
upper interval limits as a frequency function are pre-
sented below in Figs. 1�3.

Fig. 1. Variability interval of L1 parameter as a fre-
quency function, with a con�dence level 1 − α = 0.95.
Grey curve � lower limit, black curve � upper limit of
the interval.

Fig. 2. Variability interval of L2 parameter as a fre-
quency function, with a con�dence level: 1− α = 0.95.
Grey curve � lower limit, black curve � upper limit of
the interval.

Fig. 3. Variability interval of T parameter as a fre-
quency function, with a con�dence level: 1− α = 0.95.
Grey curve � lower limit, black curve � upper limit of
the interval.

Fig. 4. Histogram of T parameter for frequency 50 Hz.

Fig. 5. Histogram of L2 parameter for frequency 50
Hz.

Fig. 6. Correlation coe�cient between sets of parame-
ters L1 and L2 as a frequency function.

Fig. 7. Correlation coe�cient between sets of parame-
ters L1 and T as a frequency function.
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Fig. 8. Correlation coe�cient between sets of parame-
ters L2 and T as a frequency function.

The percentile method was used for the con�dence level
determination due to the fact that distributions of acous-
tic parameters were asymmetric (Figs. 4, 5) which not
allow to apply the law of propagation of uncertainty. A
similar problem of the con�dence level determination for
asymmetric distributions was considered in the paper of
Cox and Marris [4].
Then, the correlation coe�cients between sets of input

parameters have been determined (Figs. 6�8).

4. Uncertainty evaluation using interval

arithmetic

The formalism describing operations on the intervals
started in the 1950s. It was named the interval arith-
metic in the 1960s in the papers of Moore [2, 3] and was
used for controlling round-o� errors in numerical calcu-
lations. In the following years, several expansions of the
classic interval arithmetic were created due to, among
other things, a tendency of over-estimation of resulting
intervals. The method of reducing intervals on the basis
of the correlation coe�cient between sets of errors was
created. This method was proposed by Jakubiec [5] and
named the reductive interval arithmetic (RIA). The ad-
vantage of the interval analysis is the uncertainty control
at each stage of calculations, since all mathematical op-
erations are carried out in the interval arithmetic formal-
ism. This property signi�cantly simpli�es an implemen-
tation of this method in numerical devices. It is enough
to implement the basic operations of the mathematical
calculation formalism, and then perform mathematical
operations according to this formalism.
In the present paper RIA is applied for determining

uncertainty in modeling the sound insulation. Utilizing
the con�dence intervals determined in Sect. 3, the initial
parameters L1, L2, and T written in the form of interval
numbers de�ned as follows:

x = [x, x] = {x : x ≤ x ≤ x}, (2)

where x is the lower interval limit � in�mum, while x de-
notes the upper limit � supremum, and x is an arbitrary
real number belonging to the interval. The formalism of
RIA was described in the paper of Jakubiec [5]. This
reductive interval analysis was performed by means of
the library in the calculation environment LabVIEW de-
veloped specially for this purpose. The basic operations
on interval numbers necessary for the sound insulation
determination was implemented.

The results of the reductive interval analysis are pre-
sented below in Fig. 9. The upper curve represents the
upper limit of the variability interval of the sound insula-
tion as a frequency function, while the lower curve shows
the lower limit of the variability interval as a frequency
function.

Fig. 9. Interval of the sound insulation R as a fre-
quency function, with the con�dence level: 1−α = 0.95.
Black crosses � law of propagation of uncertainty, black
lines � reductive interval analysis.

5. Uncertainty evaluation using law of

propagation of uncertainty

In order to compare the functionality of uncertainty
evaluation methods, the uncertainty analysis has been
performed by means of the law of propagation of uncer-
tainty with taking into account the correlation between
sets of parameters. In case of extended calculation mod-
els, this method is di�cult to implementat on numerical
devices due to the necessity to estimate partial deriva-
tives. It has also limitations on account of distributions
of the set of input parameters.
Using the law of propagation of uncertainty (3), the

total uncertainty of the input insulating power can be
estimated. Uncertainties of input parameters are deter-
mined on the basis of the expected value and standard
deviation:

uc(y) =

[
n∑

i=1

(
∂f

∂xi

)2

u2(xi) (3)

+2

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

(
∂f

∂xi

)(
∂f

∂xj

)
u(xi)u(xj)r(xi, xj)

] 1
2

,

where u(xi) is the uncertainty of the i-th input parame-

ter, ∂f
∂xi

� partial derivative of the function of the i-th

parameter, and r(xi, xj) � the correlation coe�cient be-
tween the i-th and j-th parameter.
The results of the uncertainty analysis, determined by

means of the law of propagation of uncertainty and by
means of RIA are presented in Fig. 9.
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6. Final remarks

When determining the evaluation of the measurement
result of the sound insulation of partitions in the labora-
tory practice, as well as assessing its uncertainty, there is
a lack of practical possibilities of a reliable veri�cation of
assumptions of statistical method of the evaluation type
A uncertainty. The inaccurate set of assumptions forces
searching for the alternative method of the uncertainty
evaluation. One of the propositions is considered in the
present paper.
Its realization is connected with the interval arithmetic

formalism basic operations of which were illustrated by
the considered problem. The presented dependencies en-
abled, on the basis of the measurement results of initial
values and their observed scatter, to calculate the pos-
sible variability range of the estimated parameter, i.e.
uncertainties of the expected values of the sound insu-
lation. The investigation results of the presented un-
conventional evaluation of uncertainty of the partitions
sound insulation in relation to the results obtained by
the statistic type A procedure determined by GUM [1]
are given in the paper. A good convergence of the as-
sessment results and easiness of realization make the pro-
posed method worth recommendation. In particular, it
loosens assumptions adopted in traditional calculation
procedures which makes it more suitable for the labo-

ratory practice. Propositions of using its suitability in
various applications are presented in other publications
of the authors [6, 7].
The proposed methodology of uncertainty evaluation

and the obtained results indicate its methodological cor-
rectness. It can be also applied at working out the results
of inter-laboratory comparisons.
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